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PROGRAMMA

Dal libro di testo:C. Leonard, M. L. Freeman, 
Tutte le strutture grammaticali sono state consolidate con esercizi mirati presi dal libro di testo di 
grammatica consigliato (M. Bononi
multimediali forniti dal docente. 
 

STARTING MODULE 
GENERAL REVISION: define parts of speech and its types
preposition, conjunction, and interjection

UNIT 1 “MY TIME”  
Grammar: Present Simple (positive,
frequency. Objective pronouns. Preposition of time
Vocabulary: daily routines, smartphones
Competences: Talk about routines, the time, habits and

UNIT 2 “MY PEOPLE” 
Grammar: . Present Continuous (positive,

Continuous. LOVE/LIKE/ENJOY/HATE+V ING
Vocabulary: Free-time activities, Character adjectives: Appearance/Personality
Competences: Talk about free time, what’s happening now and at the present, likes and dislikes

UNIT 3 “MY FOOD” 
Grammar: Countable and uncountable nouns. How much..?, How many..?, some, any, no, a lot of, few, much, 
many... 
Vocabulary: Food and drink. Portions and containers. Food adjectives
Competences: Talk about food and drink, quantity and food 

UNIT 4 “MY FEELINGS” 
Grammar: Past Simple to be and regular verbs 
Vocabulary: Feelings and emotions. Jobs
Competences: Talk about feelings and emotions, the past

UNIT 5 “MY LOOK” 
Grammar: Past Simple irregular verbs 
place.  
Vocabulary: Clothes and accessories (nouns, verbs and adjectives)
Competences: Talk about clothes and accessories

UNIT 6 “MY TOWN” 
Grammar: Comparatives: adjectives. 
Vocabulary: Transports and travcel, places in town, adjectives for cities, 
Competences: Talk about transports, p
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PROGRAMMA INGLESE 

CLASSE 1 B  
SCIENTIFICO N.O. 

:C. Leonard, M. L. Freeman, New Identity A2 to B1, ed.Oxford 
Tutte le strutture grammaticali sono state consolidate con esercizi mirati presi dal libro di testo di 

Bononi, V. Kaye, L. Liverani, Open Space, ed Europass),

define parts of speech and its types (noun, pronoun, verb, adjective, adverb, 
preposition, conjunction, and interjection), word formation rules and word order rules.

(positive, negative, questions and short answers). Adverbs and expressions of 
Preposition of time  

: daily routines, smartphones. 
Talk about routines, the time, habits and technology. 

positive, negative, questions and short answers). Present Simple vs 
LOVE/LIKE/ENJOY/HATE+V ING 

time activities, Character adjectives: Appearance/Personality 
: Talk about free time, what’s happening now and at the present, likes and dislikes

Countable and uncountable nouns. How much..?, How many..?, some, any, no, a lot of, few, much, 

rtions and containers. Food adjectives. 
: Talk about food and drink, quantity and food  

to be and regular verbs (positive, negative, questions and shor
Feelings and emotions. Jobs. 
: Talk about feelings and emotions, the past. 

Past Simple irregular verbs (positive, negative, questions and short answers).

Clothes and accessories (nouns, verbs and adjectives) 
lothes and accessories, the past. 

 too, enough+adjectives. Superlatives: adjectives. 
Transports and travcel, places in town, adjectives for cities,  

, places in town, make comparisons (How far..?, How long..?)
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Tutte le strutture grammaticali sono state consolidate con esercizi mirati presi dal libro di testo di 
Europass), fotocopie e file 

noun, pronoun, verb, adjective, adverb, 
), word formation rules and word order rules. 

t answers). Adverbs and expressions of 

Present Simple vs Present 

: Talk about free time, what’s happening now and at the present, likes and dislikes. 

Countable and uncountable nouns. How much..?, How many..?, some, any, no, a lot of, few, much, 

negative, questions and short answers).  

(positive, negative, questions and short answers). Prepositions of 

too, enough+adjectives. Superlatives: adjectives.  

, make comparisons (How far..?, How long..?) 



UNIT 7 “MY STUDIES” 
Grammar: Future Forms:, present continuous, be going to. (also Open Space units).  
Vocabulary: School subjects, education verbs 
Competences: Talk about education, intentions, predictions, future arrangements  

UNIT 8 “MY HOME” 
Grammar: Future Forms: present simple, present continuous, be going to, will. (also Open Space units).  
Vocabulary: houses and furnitures, housework 
Competences: Talk about homes, the future  

UNIT 9 “MY WORLD” 
Grammar: Present Perfect (positive, negative, questions and short answers) with ever and never. Present 
Perfect vs Past Simple. (also Open Space units) 
Vocabulary: Natural features, environment (nouns, verbs and adjectives) 
Competences: Talk about nature, experiences in nature, life experiences 

UNIT 10 “MY FITNESS” 
Grammar: Present Perfect (positive, negative, questions and short answers) with just, yet, already. Present 
Perfect vs Past Simple. (also Open Space units). 
Vocabulary: Sport (nouns, verbs and adjectives), health. 
Competences: Talk about sports, recent actions, health and fitness 
 
WRITING SKILL: Write a sentence using given words. Write an informal text about daily routine. Write a 
description of a favourite person. Creative writing starting from a given title.  
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